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Aloha August! Enriched Pathways is anticipating a wonderful end to
the summer. Program highlights include:
 “I Love Lucy” (August 6th) Just like Lucy and Ethel, residents will
create gourmet chocolates. As we nosh on our delicious creations,
we will also enjoy a Vitameatavegamin mocktail.
 Julia Child (August 15th) Residents will learn and reminisce about
the notable American chef. We will try our hand at recreating
one of her signature recipes and take a virtual tour of the country
synonymous with her cuisine, France.
 Wizard of Oz 80th Anniversary (August 29th) Enriched Pathways
will roll out the “yellow brick road” for all residents. We will enjoy the legendary film with themed snacks and a few surprises!
Scheduled Entertainment appears in green on the monthly recreation calendar.

The History of Tisha B’Av
Tisha B’Av, the ninth day of the Hebrew month of Av, is a day of
mourning for the destruction of the First Temple in the year 586
B.C.E. by the Babylonians, and of the Second Temple in the year 70
C.E. by the Romans. According to tradition, both Temples were destroyed on the same date.
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Next to Yom Kippur, Tisha B’Av is the most important fast day in
the Jewish calendar. It marks the final day of a three week period of
intense national mourning for the events that led to the loss of Jewish
independence with the destruction of the holy shrines of Jewish life.
Aside from these two major historical events, other happenings in
Jewish history have been said to occur on the ninth of Av. These include the fall of Betar in 135 C.E. and the beginning of the expulsion
of the Jews from Spain in 1492.
Source: Kolatch, A. J. (2004). The Jewish book of why. Middle Village, NY: J. David Publisher.

Enriched Pathways extended birthday wishes to Rebecca (pictured top right)
and Estelle (pictured lower left) who celebrated their special days on June 9th
and July 10th, respectively. We look forward to another birthday celebration
this month and will celebrate Roberta (pictured middle right) on August 11th.

